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Ford invision dvd headrest installation instructions

Forum &gt; Ford Expedition Forum &gt; 3rd Gen - 2007 - 2017 &gt; Discussion in 3rd Genre - 2007 - 2017 started by mks8882, Sep 20, 2012. (You need to sign in or sign up to respond here.) Forums &gt; Ford Expedition Forum &gt; 3rd Gen - 2007 - 2017 &gt; Hey all, a newbie here at the site, hoping someone can set
me up with installation instructions for OEM invision DVD players in an explorer 2014. I thought I saw someone here had a PDF installation manual. if you could forward that to me, please send the PM. Thank. Chris If you're shopping at Amazon.com (for nothing), use this link to support FordFlex.net! Malimal Posts: 21
Joined: Mar 13 January 2015 9:45 Malimal Post »Mar 10 Feb 2015 08:55 Anyone has the instructions to install Invision headrest monitors for Flex. I suppose most of any year would help, but I have a 2014 specifically. I'd love to install them myself to save money. I installed AMPs, stereo and speakers, so I have a bit of
experience. I think I can thread the wires through the chair, but ask about the best way to hide the control box and where to connect the power for switched power. I did a search and read through the post, but found nothing detailed. Thanks for any help. macmemphis Posts: 6 Joined: Sat Mar 07, 2015 08:50 Post by
macmemphis » Sat Mar 07, 2015 08:54 am curious if you received any help with this? im looking to do the same 2010 Ford Flex Ltd malimal Posts: 21 Joined: Mar 13 January 2015 09:45 Malimal Post »Mar 31, 2015 8:44 am Ok, so I think I can do most of the facilities but not any body have suggestions for what safety to
use in the safety box and where to ground? Malimal Posts: 21 Joined: Tuesday 13 January 2015 09:45 Post by Malimal » Wednesday April 1, 2015 4:25 am finally able to install me. Some trial and error, but really not hard. Will post some short instructions later. Malimal Posts: 21 Joined: Mar 13 January 2015 09:45 Post
malimal » Mon 20 April 2015 12:44 12:44 12:44 am sorry, I kind of posting lazy, after years of use of other peoples instructions, I need to pay it back. It took about an hour and a half. I was never able to find detailed instructions for flex, but found bits and pieces of other installs to help with that. You might find better ways
to route wires and such, but this worked for me. These instructions are for a Flex Ltd 2014. The difference from other years may be where Smart Junction Block is or practically the safety box is located. On another Ford install SJB was on the passenger side under the board. the DVD headrest I got were from eBay. They
have been promoted as compatible with a 2011-2015 Explorer. The set practically contained, headrest (pre-wired and color coded), control box (pre-wired and color coded), tie downs \ cable ties, lining, connection lock holders, wire puller and user stuff. 1. For me the first step was to, off off remove the old headrest and
direct the wires for the DVD headrest (HR). 2. Old Hr come out easily by pressing both buttons at base 3. In order to route the wires from the HR DVD I had to open the seat covers at the bottom. The seats in 2014 don't go all the way, but we've tilted them as much as possible. There was a small flap on the bottom of the
seat, with some locks coming off easily. You can feel them quite easily. 4. Then there is a long black plastic lock that holds the front and back of the seat cover together. It was a pain to get apart, but it can be done. 5. I didn't take the seat cover all the way off. But by unlocking the long black locks allowed only enough to
pull the wires from the HR DVD down through the back of the seat. Others may want to take it all the way off to better secure the wires, but I felt ok just pulling them through. It was a pain reaching up to get wires, I was able to do it by moving the chair all the way forward and sitting on the floor behind the chair. 6. DVD
HR have different color threads. One with Red\White and the other with Blue\Black. HR with Red \White is HR A. Meaning, what is playing on it can be viewed on HR B at the same time. But I don't think it's going the other way. Just something to keep in mind when deciding which side to put them on. 7. I left DVD HR in
the highest position to make sure it wasn't soft enough on the wires. I made thread through the openings near the bottom of the long black locks. 8. I used some of the cable links to keep them together. 9. For me because the Smart Junction Block (SJB) is on the driver's side I put the DVD Control Box (CB) under the
driver's seat. 10. To route the wires from the passenger side to the drivers, there is virtually enough give under the center console to just push them under the console. 11. I first connected the DVD HR threads to the thread cb. He then used the black locking brackets to secure the connection. You've got four of these.
You should figure out what they're for. Then use one of the sticky padded pads and wrap that around each connection. 12. Before securing the wires under the passenger seat, and it's up to you secure them, but I made sure it didn't interfere with the seat. I left it quite soft so that the seat could travel all the way forward
and back, also the top of the seat could go all the way back or forth. 13. Then we repeated the process on the units side. 14. Now I had to route the power and cable to the ground to SJB. 15. The power cord is only a t-ham that you connect according to the factory harness 16. This harness factor for me was located just
below the safety box that you can see in the picture. It's the only one that matches the harness. 17. I distributed the cable from the CB DVD from under the seat to the side door side door. 18. It is not the cleanest installation, but outside the site. You can see the cable coming from under the seat in one of the image
below. 19. The bottom door trim or rocker panel I think, just pull up and it's held by the clips. 20. I ran the wire under the rocker panel securing with tape. I read an installation guide for an expedition that ran the wire under the carpet. That's up to you. 21. If you remove the other piece of door asieta closet on board you will
see a grounding location. 22. Next it is the hardest part to get to, wise body. SBJ is under the dashboard to the left of the steering wheel. 23. Beneath the safety box is the factory harness. You don't even have to open the fuse box. Just pop out the factory harness, connect the inline hardness and good to go. 24. Test to
make sure everything comes on. The HR DVD must be turned on from power and start only with the power of the accessory or the machine on. 25. If everything works just provide cables. I secured the CB DVD on the carpet on the floor. 26. You just can't see any of my cables with the back seats. (Excuse the dirty
carpet). Connectors fixed with connector lock and padded. Connectors fixed to the seat and under the center console. Picture of where I ran the Ham wire to the door panel. You can see it right in the middle of the picture. Image of rolling wire in the seal of the door. Picture of the ground screw Picture of the t harness
connected to the factor harness. Picture of the connected harness. For me it was right under the fuse box. Behind the seats. The wires don't show up. Dirty carpets, blame the kids. Finished Install A $2,000 option for about $500, installed. Last edited by Malimal on April 20, 2015 1:49 pm, edited 4 times in total. 66 Galaxy
Posts: 3651 Joined: Friday Aug 22, 2014 6:59 pm Location: Connecticut Vehicle: '14 Flex Ecoboost Post 66 Galaxy » Monday April 20, 2015 1:39 beautifully done! 2014 Flex TBM Ecoboost 303A, Titanium Tails, 3dCarbon Spoiler, LED Puddle Lights, Powestop Brakes, Blackened Grill, 79k Miles 2016 Explorer Platinum
2008 Taurus X, 267k+ mile w/original trans &amp; ptu (sold) 1966 Galaxy 500XL Cabriolet 2000 Audi S4 fiveohsfly Posts: 1 Joined: Fri Jun 19, 2015 7:54 pm Post by fiveohsfly » Ind Jul 15, 2015 11:17 looks good! I have a set to install, but I'm missing the wire harness T. After seeing now is a very important piece. Any
ideas where I can find one or I may just have to sell on my resting head. Thank! Previously Next MORE INFORMATION
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